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...like an archeological dig, sifting through all the details of the text to unearth ancient 

enduring truths from God 

…like skipping a rock across water (covering the debate over 3 weeks rather than 33) 

 

In his hymn, “God Moves in a Mysterious Way,” William Cowper, who 

himself struggled with deep bouts of depression, wrote,  

Judge not the Lord by feeble sense, 

  But trust Him for His grace; 

Behind a frowning providence 

  He hides a smiling face.  

(William Cowper)  

Meaning, that He smiles on us in favor even when the circumstances He 

uses in our lives make it appear as though He is frowning.  

 

Well Job has certainly experienced a frowning providence to the point that 

he cannot fathom the possibility that God is smiling on him, and yet we 

know from chapters 1-2 that God thoroughly approves of Job, and that is 

precisely why all this testing has come—to demonstrate to Satan that Job’s 

faith is genuine and that God’s worth and not His gifts are the underpinning 

Job’s faith.  

 

Unfortunately, Job’s friends who came with the intent of comforting him, 

judged God’s ways by feeble sense (Cowper). That is, they took what truth 

they had about God and tried to apply it to Job’s situation with human 

wisdom. And the results will prove to be disastrous (incriminating 

themselves and crushing Job). Matthew Henry said, “We [who] are so little 

acquainted with the divine nature, are incompetent judges of the divine 

providence” (Matthew Henry).1 In other words, if you don’t have a robust 

understanding of the character of God, you will struggle to appropriately 

interpret the ways of God. Henry goes on to say, “God is unsearchable. The 

ages of His eternity cannot be numbered…., the spaces of His immensity 

 
1 Quoted by David Allen, Exalting Jesus in Job (Christ-Centered Exposition), pg. 84. 

[cannot] be measured,….the depths of His wisdom cannot be 

fathomed,….the reaches of his power [cannot be] bounded, the brightness 

of his glory can never be described,…[and] the treasures of his goodness 

[cannot be] reckoned up.”2 We must not underestimate the greatness of 

God, and therefore we must take into consideration the whole counsel of 

God as He has revealed Himself in the Bible if we are going to interpret the 

mystery of suffering faithfully.  

 

Today we are going to look at the first of 3 cycles of debate between Job 

and his friends. In each cycle the friends will take their turn “counseling” Job 

and Job will response to each one in turn. Keep in mind that they are 

responding to Job’s dark words of deep disillusionment and depression in 

chapter 3 where, in essence, Job’s attitude was, “Why was I even born, why 

didn’t I die at birth, and why can’t I just die now.” His friends take offense at 

his words and seek to straighten him out. So we begin with Eliphaz to 

discover… 

 

1. The Insufficiency of relying on personal experience (Job 4-7). 

 

Personal experience can be beneficial in many ways, but when it is 

combined with insufficient truth about God and His ways, it will lead to a 

distorted outcome. 

 

Eliphaz begins on a somewhat positive note in [4:3-5]. Eliphaz commends 

Job for how he has instructed and counseled others in affliction, but quickly 

turns it back on Job with a mild rebuke: “are you not willing to take your 

own advice? You encourage others to persevere, but when suffering comes 

to you, you are impatient!”  

 

Then Eliphaz immediately reveals this theological perspective. Vs. 7-8: “Who 

that was innocent ever perished? Or where were the upright cut off? As I 

have seen [personal experience], those who plough iniquity and sow trouble 

reap the same.” This is what we call Retribution Theology: God blesses the 

righteous and punishes the wicked; good choices lead to a good life and bad 

choices lead to a troubled life; you reap what you sow. Is this good theology 

2 Ibid.  



or bad theology? Well, it’s generally true—it is clear from Deuteronomy and 

Proverbs  that obedience leads to blessing and disobedience leads to 

discipline as a general rule. However, it is incomplete theology by itself. Our 

world is more complex than just single choices. Our lives are affected by 

other people’s choices, the general curse of sin and by Satan, not to 

mention leaving room for God to have multi-faceted purposes in what He 

does. Retribution theology is a general truth—you reap what you sow—at 

least most of the time. But it is not sufficient to explain every painful 

situation. It is not the only answer for every situation.  

 

Now Eliphaz moves from personal experience to personal revelation. [4:12-

17] An unknown spirit whispers in his ear at night, questioning whether 

anyone could be pure before a holy God. Is this God speaking or is it another 

spirit masking itself as God? I can’t say for sure, but no personal revelation 

should be trusted that can’t be fully vetted and validated by Scripture. 

Beware lest the Deceiver mislead you with truth. It’s true that God is holy, 

yet Eliphaz is led to believe that no man could claim to be right with God.   

 

In chapter 5 Eliphaz draws the only conclusion that could come from 

retribution theology in Job’s situation—it’s your own fault! [5:3-4] Eliphaz 

insinuates that Job’s children have died because Job sinned. We know this is 

not true based on chapters 1-2, but just imagine how painful this accusation 

is. It’s dressing a tender wound with sandpaper.  

 

Eliphaz’s counsel is for Job to seek God. [5:8-12] Eliphaz has a proper 

understanding of God’s sovereignty, but he misapplies it. Ironically, he fails 

to realize that God’s greatness leaves room for God to work beyond 

Eliphaz’s religious system and simplistic understanding of the world.  

 

And then to top things off, in vs. 17 Eliphaz basically says, “Job, you should 

consider yourself blessed that God would care enough to discipline you, so 

don’t despise His discipline because He is a God who restores!” Again, 

Eliphaz knows a lot of right things (God disciplines and restores), yet not 

only is his bedside manner terrible, he’s applying the wrong medicine to 

 
3 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 41.  

Job’s ailment. He has misdiagnosed the situation because his theology is too 

simplistic. Like medicine, good theology misapplied wounds rather than heals.  

 

So how does Job respond? Is he encouraged? [6:1-4] Job says, I have spoken 

rashly because my suffering outweighs the sand of the sea. Job feels as 

though God is against him, using him for target practice. In 6:9 Job wishes 

God would just crush him—just get it over with. Job is convinced that he has 

not committed a particular sin to bring this suffering upon himself because 

he has not “denied the words of the Holy One” (10). And so he is perplexed 

with how God can be just in his situation.  

 

Job denounces his friends as uncaring and hurtful in [6:14-15] they are like 

torrential rains that erode the soil. [6:24-25] In other words, “you accuse 

me of sin but can’t point to any specific sin in my life (cf. 28).  

 

Then in chapter 7, Job turns away from his friends to speak to God. Chapter 

7 is similar to chapter 3 (last week). Job is experiencing what has been called 

the dark night of the soul. “The persistent pain is beginning to affect how 

Job views God, his friends, and himself.”3 [Vs 16-18] captures Job’s 

perspective. Job wishes God would just leave him alone. Normally, God’s 

omniscience--the fact that he sees and knows all things--is a great comfort 

to believers, yet Job feels as though God’s eye is on him to afflict him. 

Rather than feeling close to God, he senses distance and tension. Chapter 7 

concludes with Job wondering why, if he has sinned, God won’t show him 

his sin and pardon him. Keep in mind that Job also believes in retribution 

theology, but he will soon begin to question its sufficiency.  

 

2. The Insufficiency of relying on moralistic, religious tradition (Job 8-

10). 

 

[8:1-6] Ouch! Bildad the Brutal says, “You’re all talk, Job! Either you are 

suffering because you deserve it, or God is unjust.” Then comes the acid to 

the eyes: “Your kids died because they sinned” (so now both Job and his 

kids have been blamed for their deaths!). Next is Bildad’s theology of works-

righteousness: “If you are pure and upright—if you get your act together, 



then God will restore you.” Bildad has no room for grace in his little box of 

retribution theology. Bildad is a great example of how not to comfort. He’s 

insensitive, evaluating Job’s situation with a cold, analytical eye. He has 

abstract theology without pastoral sensitivity or compassion.4 

 

So what is Bildad’s source of truth? He’s leaning on religious and moralistic 

tradition that’s been passed on to him regarding the dogma of retribution 

theology. In vs. 8 he says, “ask the former generation…” The wisdom 

tradition in Scripture would say that “because individual humans are limited 

in what they themselves can observe directly, they need to make use of the 

accumulated observations passed down by those who came before them 

(Deut 32:7; Prov 4:1-9).”5 So tradition, in this sense, can be extremely 

helpful. Yet tradition can never replace knowing God intimately and 

personally—something that Bildad seems to lack with his cold, 

condescending, and scolding religious talk.  

 

In vs. 13 he accuses Job of being a worthless man who has forsaken God—

that’s why everything he has, has crumbled. [8:13-15] Bildad ends on a note 

of hope in vs. 21-22—God is a God who restores, yet Bildad’s hope is not 

built on the grace of God as much as Job’s need to get his life straightened 

out. Daniel Estes points out that “error frequently creeps in when one 

aspect of truth is emphasized to the detriment of other aspects….Bildad is 

so focused on arguing for God’s justice that he is blind to Job’s 

blamelessness.”6 If we don’t listen carefully to the one we are trying to help, 

we may misjudge their situation and harm them with the truth rather than 

heal them with it.  

 

So how will Job respond to Brutal Bildad? He reflects on something that 

Bildad said in 8:20: “Behold, God will not reject a blameless man, nor take 

the hand of evildoers.” Job responds to this retribution theology in chapter 

9 by recognizing that it has some validity and yet Job is beginning to struggle 

with it in real life and as a result he struggles with the justice of God. He 

knows God will cut off the wicked, but what has he done to deserve being cut off? [9:1-4]  

 

 
4 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 51. 
5 Ibid.  
6 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 53. 

We could summarize the whole of chapter 9 this way. Job wishes he could 

take God to court. He wants answers to how God can be just, yet deal out 

undeserved suffering. But Job realizes that there is no one who arbitrate 

between them. Who would act as the judge between him and God? In vs. 6-

10 he acknowledges that God is the One who shakes the earth, commands 

the sun, holds the stars, stretches out the heavens, and tramples the waves 

of the sea. Vs. 10: God “does great things beyond searching out, and 

marvelous things beyond number.” Job knows that God alone is sovereign 

and omnipotent and so he says in vs. 12, “who will say to Him, ‘what are 

You doing?’” In other words, it is not man’s job to hold God accountable.  

 

Job feels trapped. He can’t force God to respond and feels as though God is 

against Him and so he slides back into the deep dark night of the soul in 

chapter 10, not only loathing his life but also rehearsing what he would say 

to God if he had a chance to face Him in court. He would plead with God to 

speak, to give answers, to explain—“You know I’m not guilty!” (2).  In vs. 8-

13 Job struggles with why God knit him together in the womb, why He 

showed Job steadfast love only to destroy him now. Job feels betrayed by 

God as though God blessed Him only to reveal that His heart was actually 

against him (12-13).   

 

Daniel Estes points out that “adversity often reveals what a person is really 

like in the heart, but adversity can also shape and change one’s 

attitudes….While Job’s words accurately disclose his pain, the do not always 

reflect what God is actually doing in his life…”7 This should be a strong 

encouragement for us to “correct any distortions in our view of God that 

adversity has caused.”8 

 

Job’s words accurately reflect the deep pain he feels and his honest 

thoughts, but Job is no longer the one to pattern our lives after in adversity 

like he was in chapter 1-2.9 Honesty and transparency, yes, but we need a 

clearer view of the God behind the clouds who can be trusted as good when 

suffering doesn’t make sense. Finally, we meet Zophar (who goes way too far) and discover… 

 

7 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 41, 39.  
8 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 43. 
9 Ibid., pg. 60. 



3. The Insufficiency of relying on human logic (Job 11-14).  

 

The power of logical thinking is a gift from God. As Dave said recently at 

Ironmen, “These days you have to pay extra for common sense!” So true! 

Yet, logic is only as helpful as the truth that informs it. And the truth is that 

the living God, the Creator of the universe, has wisdom and ways that 

exceed the capacity of human logic. So, use logical thinking as you study the 

Bible, but beware of trusting it to the point that you are attempted to judge 

God’s ways by mere rational thinking.  

 

Zophar, friend #3, takes retribution theology to its logical extremes and 

Zophar does it to the Zenith of insensitivity (he has truth but just enough to be 

dangerous). According to Zophar, Job is ‘all talk’ (11:2), and he should be 

shamed (3). Earlier Job referred to himself as not guilty, but Zophar distorts 

Job’s words to indicate that he considers himself sinless (7; bar). He 

exaggerates what Job said, in vss. 7-8, in essence saying, “you think you 

know as much as God does!” It appears that Zophar’s intent is to belittle 

Job, as though he is not only stupid, but unable to attain wisdom—“it would 

be easier for a donkey to give birth to a man” than for you to gain wisdom 

(11-12). That’s cruel! 

 

Yet nothing captures the “counsel” of Zophar better than the end of vs. 6: 

“know then that God exacts of you less than your guilt deserves!” When you 

take retribution to its logical extreme, this is where you end up. “you are 

not only suffering because of your sin—you actually deserve much worse 

suffering because of your sin!” Job just lost his family, health, and wealth, 

and Zophar says, “you deserve worse!” What a kick in the teeth.  

 

Mind you, Zophar has a fair amount of orthodox theology when it comes to 

God’s transcendence/greatness (7-9), but his logical appeal to human 

wisdom bypasses God’s compassion and mercy leaving Job reeling with hurt 

and anger. His strong logic but limited understanding blind him to the 

possibility that Job has lived a God-pleasing life. Ironically, Zophar’s counsel 

to repent is precisely what many people in adversity need to hear—if they 

are suffering as a result of bad choices. But he misjudged Job’s situation on 

 
10 cf. Psalm 115:3; 135:6 

the basis of wrong assumptions and limited theology. (Biblical counseling calls for 

a lot of discernment. Sometimes people suffer because they have sinned, because someone 

else has sinned, or because God or Satan are at work in ways they cannot see.) 

 

Job’s response begins in chapter 12 with cutting sarcasm: “no doubt you are 

people and wisdom will die with you.” (you are a bunch of know-it-alls!). In 

13:4-5 he adds that they are “worthless physicians” (whose only wisdom 

would be silence), and in 13:12 he says their maxims (generalities of truth) 

are proverbs of ashes (or chalk)—they won’t sustain the test of time.  

 

Job’s sarcasm and blunt jabs are not a good example for us to follow. But 

don’t miss what’s happening. Job’s friends have responded to his pain 

carelessly and critically. Then Job responds to their hurtful words offensively 

which only intensifies the friends’ antagonistic attitude toward Job. It has 

become a vicious cycle, which will only get worse in the coming chapters.  

 

What’s more important to notice is how Job is responding theologically. 

First, Job begins to question his own previous understanding of 

retribution—that perhaps its too limited to explain all suffering. In 12:6 he 

observes that sometimes “the tents of robbers are at peace and those who 

provoke God are secure.” That is, sometimes criminals get away with their 

crimes.  

 

Second, Job holds on to the sovereignty of God. He contends that his 

suffering is the result of God’s doing and not his own in vss. 9-10: “the hand 

of the Lord has done this…In His hand is the life of every living thing and the 

breath of all mankind.” Take note of Job’s tribute to God’s sovereign 

wisdom and power in [12: 13-25] 

 

Job’s conclusion is that God is free to do as He pleases:10 Job doesn’t know 

that Satan is responsible for the maliciousness of his suffering, but he does 

understand that God has the final word in all things. “There is no sphere of 

life outside of the range of God’s control and no person [is] too exalted to 

be exempt from God’s rule.”11 What we learn from Job is that the 

11 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 76. 



“transcendent wisdom and sovereign power of God…[define] the starting 

point for evaluating life.”12 

 

Job’s dilemma is that he’s holding on to truths that he knows to be absolute, 

yet he struggles to be able to reconcile them with his experience of 

suffering. On the one hand he is disillusioned with God’s goodness, yet on 

the other he recognizes that God has wisdom that exceeds human 

understanding.  

 

In 13:15 Job speaks those famous words, “Though He slay me, I will hope in 

Him.” Unfortunately, scholars are unsure about the Hebrew in this verse, 

whether Job is hoping in God’s vindication or whether he’s saying he’s 

willing to contend for his integrity even if it cost him his life. But what we 

can see of Job throughout the whole of the book is that Job does believe in 

the justice of God, even though God doesn’t seem to be treating him justly. 

That’s what drives Job’s struggle. And we too may find ourselves there—

holding on to a deep conviction that God is faithful when we struggle to 

discern His faithfulness in our circumstances.  

 

This is precisely why we need to lean on something more than personal 

experience, religious tradition, or human logic. We must establish God’s 

character, as revealed in Scripture, to be the defining lens through which we 

interpret life. This is what I hope you’ll glean from our study of Job today: 

Because human wisdom is inadequate to discern the intricacies of God’s 

ways, we must rely on the character of God (as revealed in Scripture) as 

the defining truth by which we interpret life. Keep in mind that Job’s 

friends were not purely secular in their wisdom, but neither were they 

robust in the deeper things of God.  

 

The “you-get-what-you-deserve” retribution theology of Job’s friends had 

no room for innocent or undeserved suffering. And if we are honest, we 

often don’t have room for it in our theology either. Oh, we may say that 

suffering is the result of living in a fallen, sinful world or Satan’s assaults, but 

 
12 Daniel Estes, Job (Teach the Text Commentary Series), pg. 79. 
13 David Allen, Exalting Jesus in Job (Christ-Centered Exposition), pg. 93. 
14 Christopher Ash, Job: The Wisdom of the Cross (Preaching the Word series), pg. 113, 173.  

in reality, we often struggle with affirming God’s goodness, justice, and 

sovereignty in the face of our pain and suffering.  

 

Greater than Job’s physical pain and emotional grief, was the anguish of 

God’s silence in his suffering. But we must remember that in the seeming 

silence of our suffering, the cross is God’s megaphone that announces to us 

His loyal love and compassion. The cross is not a cliché. The cross is concrete 

evidence that Christ can identify with our pain and that the Father is 

working out His wise and holy purposes that exceed our present 

understanding but will result in glorious good. God’s ways exceed our 

understanding, but they never exceed the bounds of His holy and just 

character. We can trust Him. As David Allen put it, “Some things are so 

important to God that they are worth interrupting the happiness and health 

of his children in order to accomplish them.”13 And this is seen no more 

clearly, than in the death of His own Son. In the words of Christopher Ash,  

 

“Only one human being in history was greater than Job, and only 

one human being suffered more intensely than he [did], and utterly 

without a humanly justified cause….In his suffering, Job 

foreshadows the man, [Jesus], who [would] enter fully into the 

misery of being identified with sinners in life and death, who 

[would] feel in His own body the fragility of mortality, who [would] 

experience in all its horrors the final penalty for our sins, and who 

[would] taste death on behalf of sinners, but not because He 

himself was a sinner.”14 

 

Job raises questions that can only be answered by Jesus. “The man of 

sorrows in the OT is answered by the Man of Sorrows in the New” (Alexander 

Maclaren)15 So it’s appropriate to end of this message by celebrating the 

cross in the Lord’s supper. “On the cross, the innocent one perished in the 

place of the guilty, that we might not finally perish.”16 

 

 

 

15quoted by David Allen, Exalting Jesus in Job (Christ-Centered Exposition), pg. 91. 
16 Christopher Ash, Job: The Wisdom of the Cross (Preaching the Word series), pg. 96. 



Communion:  

 

 Bread: Eliphaz asked, “Who that was innocent ever perished?” (Job 

4:7). Paul answered that question: “God made Christ who knew no 

sin to be sin on our behalf so that we might become the 

righteousness of God in Him” (2Cor 5:21). 

 

 Cup: Because of the Blood of Christ “The Spirit Himself bears witness 

with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, heirs 

also, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer 

with Him in order that we may also be glorified with Him. For I 

consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be 

compared with the glory that is to be revealed to us.” 


